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摘  要 
 
统计学习理论是在传统统计学基础上发展起来的一种具有坚实理论基
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Abstract 
 
 Statistics Learning Theory (SLT) is a machine learning method based on 
solid theory, which is developed from traditional statistics and turns to be 
sophisticated system info ---- Statistics Learning Theory since 90’s in 20 century. 
SLT provides a new pattern recognizing method --- Support Vector Machine 
(SVM).  SVM is a promising direction in the field of machine learning, which 
integrated other criterion technologies of machine learning and is of unique 
advantage.  
With the development of market economy, stock market becomes more and 
more useful in financing. So the financial status of a listed company not only 
deals with the interests of itself but also that of investors and creditors. One 
operating-well and financial-healthy company can improve its prestige, be easier 
to finance, and increase the investors’ confidence. On the contrary, one 
financial- distressed or almost-bankrupt company may be unable to finance and 
makes the investors to face enormous credit risk. Actually, the financial distress 
in most companies is a gradual process, and it is likely to predict the financial 
distress. If the financial distress can be predicted correctly, it will benefit both 
the investors and the operators. 
This paper firstly introduces the fundamental of Statistics Learning Theory 
and Support Vector Machine, and then applies the method of SVM to predict 
financial distress of listed company, and get a good result.     
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前者如 AQ11、ID3 等，近期研究比较多的是 Rough Sets。后者如 BP 网络、
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